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Abstract

Based on the preliminary research on early childhood’s characters at Elementary School in Magelang, showed that children’s responsibilities need to be increased. Social responsibilities has been proven determining one’s success in the adulthood and becoming the characteristic of psychologically healthy person. The research aims at investigating the effectiveness of the empathic metaphor counseling to increase children’s social responsibilities. Quasi experiment research had been employed as the guideline for this research with untreated control group design by providing pre-test and post-test sample design. The research population were the students at first grade elementary school at SD Muhammadiyah 1 Alternative Magelang. The research sample involved 47 students classified into experiment group (21 students) and control group (26 students). Observation checklists was used in collecting the data. The quantitative data obtained from observation and intelligence tests were analyzed by Anacova (Analysis of Covariance) and anova. The results indicated that (1) the empathic metaphor counseling technique had increased social responsibilities; (2) the empathic metaphor counseling technique more effective to increase boy’s social responsibilities than girls.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Responsibility is the main moral value applied universally and it is the core of many other characters. A responsible individual has ability to realize every single act he/she does and is ready to accept the consequences.

Responsibility’s role in personal and social life has been proven determining ones’ success in the adulthood (Wenner and Smith, 1989), and becoming the characteristic of psychologically healthy person (Glasser and Zennin in Latipun, 2008; Corey, 2009). Moreover, responsibility formed since elementary school age creates a self-directed learning child (Singapore Ministry of Education, 2014), and makes a child more positively accepted by adults and his/her peers (Tucker, 1994).

The importance of responsibility becomes one of national education success goals as stated in UURI number 20/2003 about National Education System. Mendikbud (in Antaranews, 2010) followed up the national education goals by launching National Policy of Nation Character Development year 2010-2025. Minister of Education and Culture stated that character education, especially on honesty and responsibility, was going to be implemented in all education levels, but the bigger portion would be given in elementary school. Education world is expected to become the generator to facilitate the development of the nation character.

However, in the reality, it was not easy to achieve the goals national education. The news recently showed various problems in building nation character including responsibility. The problem of low responsibility could be observed from many cases of elementary school students. Bullying case in Bukittinggi elementary school (Sudiaman, 2014), attack by elementary school students in West Java (Tirta, 2013), and in Makasar (PRFM News Channel, 2014) were the phenomenon of character problems that needed to be taken action of.

Problems of daily responsibility can also be seen from the result of the initial research from April 23 to June 9, 2012 in 3 elementary schools in Kota Magelang, consisted of Islamic elementary school,
state elementary school, and catholic elementary school. The research was done by observing the six dimension of character strength according to Seligman and Peterson (2004) of 92 first grade students from three schools and survey on teachers’ perception about children’s characters. First grade was chosen because it was the beginning which became the foundation for the success in the next grades. The result of the research gave an overview that the characters of humanity, equity, temperance, and transcendence had not been optimal yet. The students’ lowest character was equity which one of the indicators was the students’ responsible attitude.

Another survey about character values that needed to be developed on the first grade of elementary students, which involved 77 teachers of first grade of private elementary schools in Magelang Regency, was held in December 2012. The survey resulted: 57% teachers believed that the most important character values to develop was responsible, 25% believed it was discipline, 11% believed it was religious, and 7% others. From the survey result we can learn that most teachers believed that responsibility was the most important character value to develop since the student started to study in the elementary school. It was based on several reasons, like teachers assumed that responsible students could easily follow the learning process in class and do the task given, was independent, honest, and willing to admit mistakes, did the tasks from the teacher diligently, and could take the consequences of what they did.

The low responsibility in a student needs to be handled seriously as “failure to learn responsibility is related to failure in school, work, and relationship” (Tucker, 1994:1). On the other hand, early responsibility establishment will be the base for establishing other character values and lead the child to success in school, personal and social. Jones (2006) proved that responsibility establishment since elementary school gave positive effect for children and created more conducive class ethos. Responsibility establishment increases children’s obedience to school regulation, escalates self-esteem, and builds better connection with schoolmates and teachers. Responsibility establishment correlates with children’s ability to complete the tasks, to participate voluntarily in a form of shown pro-social manner (Thomas, 2011), as well as to develop self-reliant, to be helpful, and ability to collaborate (Ochs and Izquierdo, 2009).

However, concern to character establishment, especially students’ responsibility establishment, is still low. Responsibility establishment is affected by many factors. Tucker (1994) stated that children learned responsibility from their parents, school, peers, and community. Besides external factors, responsibility establishment is also affected by internal factors. Piaget and Kohlberg (Santrock, 2002; Beck, 2004) were notable cognitive figures who emphasized the importance of intelligence in a form of child’s moral character. While Hoffman, Eisenberg, and Nodding focused more on the roles of affection and emotion in establishing moral characters (Kurtines & Gerwitz, 1992; Eisenberg, 2000). Hoffman (in Kurtines & Gerwitz, 1992) stated that empathy became the base of moral acts, especially which were related to motivation in doing the moral acts. Besides intelligence and empathy, establishment of moral character acts is also affected by gender. Gilligan (1982, in Walker, 2006) believed that differences between man and woman affected children’s character establishment. Men emphasized more on equity reasoning oriented to cognition, while women emphasized more on concern which oriented to emotion.

Many factors which affect the responsibility establishment cause many obstacles in its development. Solehuddin (2012) observed some main problems happened in character education in Indonesia, whether at home, school, or community. At home which has to be conducive laboratory for children’s characters establishment, family has lost lots of its function. Parents’ lacks of knowledge, awareness, and skill, as well as social and economic stress have caused parents treat their children inappropriately. It leads to failure for the family to create good environment for character education at home.

The above conditions create opportunity for school to play the role as family partner in carrying on the character learning, especially in elementary school level. Bennet, and co. (1995) stated that elementary school age was important age which helped children to develop habits and values that they will keep in their daily lives. Elementary school was the base for education success in the future, as success in each level depend on the preparation in the previous level.

So far, the effort to develop students’ responsibility has been done by teachers in many ways, whether by punishment, warning letter, advice, or habituation, but the student handleings are mostly done individually. Punishments frequently do not work and will affect negatively as children will hate themselves and others (Escartí, Guitérrez, Pascual, and Llpis, 2010), so that it causes the
children feel lonely and rejected by their social environment (McGinnis and Goldstein, 2003; Katz 2012). The condition needs to be followed-up by providing guidance and counseling service with children development principles.

Counseling for children cannot be carried out as it is for adults. Geldrad and Geldrad (2011:5) stated that:

......we counsel adults by sitting down with them and inviting them to talk with us, if we were to try to use the same strategy with children....those children would be unlikely to tell us anything important, they would probably become bored....withdrawn into silence.... as counselors, we are to engage children so that they will talk freely about their painful issues, then we need to use verbal counseling skills in conjunction with other strategies. For example, we might involve the child in play, or in the use of media such as miniature animals, clay or various forms of art. Alternatively, we might involve the child in storytelling, or take them on an imaginary journey. As a consequence the use of verbal counseling skills with the use of media or some other strategy, we are able to create an opportunity for the child to join with us in a therapeutically useful counseling process.

In accordance with Geldrad and Geldrad, Muro and Kottman (1995) stated that counseling for children has different characteristic with the next age stage. Characteristics of children in the age of seven as age of playing, concrete thinking, creativity, imaginative-game-oriented, and age of learning through interaction with teachers and peers in social interaction (Anna Freud in Overby, 2010; Vygotsky in Santrock, 2003; Muro and Kottman, 1995), become the basis for providing metaphor counseling.

Burn (2005) stated that metaphor technique counseling for children was identical with story. It was based on the general principle that children love stories. The use of metaphor story helps children create bridge of personal connection between children and counselor, as well as helps children feel comfortable in the communication. The use of metaphor story can help children to improve identification with characters and events in the story.

Conte (2009) explained that the use of metaphor in counseling can help counselor to insert the message and open the counselee’s acceptance of ideas in the story. In term of psychological state, this condition is called narrative transport, a condition that makes counselee’s emotion tightly tied with the emotion of the characters in the story. This condition not only makes counselee get the story but also get into the emotional journey as the characters in the story. That was also confirmed by Close (1998:16) who stated that:

Stories address a different level of consciousness than conceptual replies. They elicit a different level of response. Stories trend to be more believable than “objective” statements... A metaphor is not presented as something to be evaluated, but rather as a work of art. It is to be enjoyed and experienced on the basis of its criteria. Metaphors have impressive staying power.

Based on the explanation it can be concluded that the urgency of responsibility as foundation of children’s personal and social success needs to be establish early. Nevertheless, the limitation of first grade elementary school teachers in providing guidance and counseling to establish responsibility that fits children’s development phase needs to overcome. It triggers the writer to research emphatic metaphor counseling to develop first grade elementary students’ social responsibilities.

1.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

a. How differences social responsibility between control group and experiment group after treated by emphatic metaphor counseling?

b. Hoe effectiveness of metaphor counseling in developing social responsibility in term of students’ gender?

2 RESEARCH METHOD

The quasi experiment design used in this research was untreated control group design with dependent pretest and posttest samples (Heppner, Wampold, and Kivlighan, 2008).

Table 1. Quasi-experimental Research Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Random</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>O1</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>O2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Explanation:

O2 : Posttest
X   : Empathic Metaphor Counseling
-X  : without Empathic Metaphor Counseling

The population selection of this research was based on characteristics decided by the researcher. The population characteristics were:
6-7 year-old students, students of the first grade of SD Muhammadiyah 1 Alternatif (SD Mutual) Magelang, not experiencing development obstruction in cognitive aspect, evidenced by IQ test and interview with the teachers result, not experiencing development obstruction in emotional aspect, evidenced by interview with the teachers result, owning responsibility score in category of medium, low, or very low. Simple random sampling was used as sampling technique. Collecting the data use observational checklist with time sampling technique. The data analysis use anacova and anava by SPSS 17.0 for windows programme.

3 DISCUSSION

3.1 There were differences in the increase of responsibility scores in the experimental group which received empathic metaphor counseling treatment compared with control group which did not receive treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Type III Sum of Square</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Partial Eta Squared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>2908.554</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>727.139</td>
<td>7.731</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>349.797</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>349.797</td>
<td>3.719</td>
<td>.061</td>
<td>.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>58.221</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>58.221</td>
<td>.619</td>
<td>.436</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>1548.482</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1548.482</td>
<td>16.464</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest group</td>
<td>1830.264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1830.264</td>
<td>19.460</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error</td>
<td>3950.297</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>94.055</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>246206.000</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corrected</td>
<td>6858.851</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. R Squared = .424 (Adjusted R Squared = .369)

Based on the research questions, the objective of the research was to find out the effectiveness of emphatic metaphor counseling in developing children’s social responsibilities, which were proven by examining the responsibility score difference after the treatment between experiment group and control group.

The result of the hypothesis showed that the first hypothesis resulted rejected zero hypothesis and accepted alternative hypotheses, so that it can be concluded that there were significant differences between the responsibility scores of experiment group which got treatment and of control group which did not get treatment. The changes of pretest and posttest scores after treatment showed significant differences statistically. Therefore, Empathic Metaphor Counseling was effective to develop children responsibility establishment.

Further analysis test was done to know the effectiveness of empathic metaphor counseling technique in increasing responsibility aspect, both personally and socially. From the result, it could be seen that there were no significant personal responsibility scores differences between control group and experiment group, but significant differences could be seen on social responsibility aspect. It meant that empathic metaphor counseling could effectively increase children’s social responsibilities. This condition chiefly dealt with empathic metaphor applied. The higher empathy, the higher social responsibility a child had.

There were three assumptions that can be described about this research. First, the result of the research supported important role of empathy in developing children’s responsibility. Second, metaphor counseling was effective to develop responsibility as it fitted children’s condition. Third, guidance and counseling application in elementary school was an opportunity to give services with big effect for changes in children to fulfill their development tasks.

The role of empathy in developing children’s responsibilities supports the previous researches about the effect of character program intervention to develop students’ characters (Larson, 2009; Watson, 2006). Metaphor counseling, which focuses on children’s empathy development through metaphor stories, supports the theories of empathy’s roles in moral behavior establishment. Empathy in this research could be increased through the exploration
Empathy’s role is frequently associated with one’s ability to understand mental condition of someone he/she is facing. Lazarus (1991) defined empathy as one’s ability to share feelings with others by putting the psychological condition in accordance with the condition of someone he or she faced. According to Lazarus, empathy was closely related with compassion, whereas the key of compassion was the tendency to help those who were suffering. Empathy was not only feeling sad about others’ losses, empathy was defined as imaginative projection toward one’s subjective condition, or feelings obtained by observing others’ experiences.

Hurlock stated that morality always comprised guilty feeling. Ausubel explained that guilty feeling was one of the most important psychological mechanisms in socialization. Guilty feeling became the guardian within each person that kept the conformity of the person’s behavior. If a child did not feel guilty, he or she would not be triggered to learn what was expected by his or her social group or to adjust his or her behavior with the expectation (Hurlock:1978).

Further, Arsenio & Lemerise (2010) explained the correlation between empathy and emotion awareness, which became the important basis for moral behavior development. The foundation of emotion, which was significant in conscience development, was self-awareness about emotion, such as guilty feeling, pride, shame, and the connection with relevant moral behavior. Many emotional awareness manifested in pride, guilt, and shame were correlated with parents’ responses to children’s success, failure, obedience, and disobedience. The emotional responses at the beginning were correlated with moral acts of children to anticipating parents’ reaction, both which dealt with award and punishment.

Children who can empathize with deficiency or pathetic condition experienced by group of people, such as poverty, disability, misfortune, and powerlessness will increase guilty feelings within the children when they cannot do something about it as their responsibilities. These guilty feelings appear as the result of their actions that violence the moral values.

Eisenberg (2000) did many researches about empathy’s effect toward helping behavior, both on children and adults. The result of the research on adults concluded that adults’ abilities to empathize increased the behavior of helping others who suffered misfortune, but rather was intended to lessen unpleasant feeling within themselves. Adults who did not help others who suffered misfortune tend to feel guilty and the egoistical motive to help rather was intended to reduce personal unpleasant feelings. Whereas, empathy research on children showed that children who could empathize to others’ misfortunes showed higher helping behavior compared with children showed less empathic feeling.
The importance of empathy in character building especially children’s responsibilities needs to be concerned more carefully by teachers and parents. Children do moral action not only based on what they know but is driven by emotion as the driving force of moral behavior. Therefore, the attempt to develop empathy becomes an important process in children character education. Delors (1996 in Saripah, 2011) stated that:

Moreover, whether education is provided by the family, the community or the school, children should be taught to understand other people’s reactions by looking at things from their point of view. Where this spirit of empathy is encouraged in schools, it has a positive effect on young persons’ social behavior for the rest of their lives...

Secondly, more specifically, this research also supported the result of the previous research on metaphor counseling effectivity toward children’s behavior changes (DeRosier and Mercer, 2007; Prince and Edward, 2010; Geldrad, Yin-Foo, & Shakespeare-Finch, 2009). Metaphor for children functions to help them understand their experiences. Children process the unfamiliar situation or problem through media, which are familiar in their daily lives during the play of metaphor. Through symbolic metaphor, children can express their emotion in not harmful ways (Geldrad, Yin-Fo, and Shakespeare-Finch, 2009).

Children with low responsibility scores are identical with children who often get negative label from their environment. Parents and teachers often take not responsible children as bad, stubborn, disobedient, and other negative labels (result of FGD with teachers and parents). That affects children resistances when they face conditions that cause atmospheres like when they get negative labels. Children who have given negative labels will tend to rarely give positive responses to the advice heard. The use of metaphor in counseling can help children in revealing the issues that make them feel uncomfortable. Sopory and Dillard (2002:5) stated that metaphoric language was significantly more persuasive than literal language. Furthermore, Campbell and Katz (in Kendall, 2010:7) stated that: “Metaphor is a linguistic comparison in which “A in B”. A metaphor transfers meaning from a secondary subject usually called the vehicle, to a primary subject, usually called the topic or the base. Through the use of metaphor, meaning is transferred to the topic that might not otherwise be considered”. Metaphor here was a behavior changing process through favorable media, which left memories about the messages that would remain long within the children.

According to Geldrad and Geldrad (2011), metaphor encouraged children to communicate naturally. Metaphor stories helped children to identify themselves with the characters, themes, or events in stories. Children’s interests in ideas, emotion, and behavior of the characters in the stories helped them project the ideas, emotion, and behavior within themselves. It could be proven based on the result of the counseling process in the stage of metaphor reframing done by the research subject. Subject AR in the seventh counseling section when was asked to ‘re-frame’ a metaphor story about ant and grasshopper, described ant as diligent and grasshopper who liked watching TV, whereas, in the story told there were no grasshopper who liked watching TV. Likewise subject NA who stated that:

“If I were frog, I wouldn’t give up to get out of the well..”

Subject FA also showed identification process in the re-framing stage by writing letter to her mother said:

“Mama thanks for giving me love, you’re very patient to me, I apologize for hurting you”

Based on the work it can be seen that the subjects identified what were done by the characters in the story. Identification done by the research subjects support many experts’ opinions which stated that children were able to identify themselves in the characters of the story (Geldrad and Geldrad, 2011; Marilyn, 2005). Moreover, metaphor is also easy to understand and able to develop children’s language competence, to increase children’s understanding about world, and to become connecting bridge between insight and feeling. Children often find difficulty in expressing what they feel verbally, but through metaphor they can precisely express the feeling. That conditions help counselees improve attitude as persuasive effect of metaphor. “Metaphoric language was significantly more persuasive than literal language” (Sopory dan Dillard, 2002:5). During the counseling process, metaphor appears in form of story which is connected with therapeutic potential (Burn,2005). Metaphor affects on the communication with counselee about experiences, process, or effects which can help children solve problem and give new
meaning as the coping for the problems faced (Marilyn and co., 2005).

Third, metaphor effectiveness in developing children responsibility is a way of giving guidance and counseling which is relatively simple and easy to apply by the teachers at school. Children responsibility establishment since early childhood will encourage children to become self-directed learners (Ministry of Education Singapore, 2014), makes children accepted more positively by adults and peers (Tucker, 1994), and is proven determining the success in the adulthood (Werner and Smith, 1989). This condition will encourage children to achieve their developing tasks as the foundation for accomplishing their developing tasks in the next period.

Elementary school teachers as guidance and counseling for children service provider need to pay attention to the following principles: (1) counseling for seven year-old children is usually a very active process, the use of playing and playing media are still needed accompanied by the use of verbal technique as in this age children’s thinking ability and logic have increased. Guidance activities in the classroom through group discussion will succeed well in group of seven year-old children. (2) This age is marked with children’s ability to do amazing self-analysis. They can list their weaknesses and strengths without much help from the counselors. (3) Group of seven year-old children enables counselors to focus more on feeling as they start to understand the feelings they experience and are better in giving labels and discussing what they feel. (4) Fantasy is an important part in seven year-old children’s lives. Children like ‘wild’ stories very much, and some children think their fantasies are real. (5) Children can involve in the counseling process which takes longer time. Age of seven implication in counseling process will be able to help counselor in applying correct counseling principals for children in that age (Mur and Kottman). By concerning those principals, it is hoped that teachers can keep giving more precise and quality guidance and counseling service.

Metaphor counseling in form of stories which are effective in developing children responsibilities can also be correlated with the advantages of the modules of metaphor counseling which involve three main learning principals for children. Siregar (2010) stated that story books could build children’s characters if contained three learning principles, i.e. containing model that can be duplicated by children, containing habituation designed in assignment for children, and giving reinforcement for the readers.

Metaphor counseling has applied those three principles. Each metaphor story contains characters that can be good model for children. Besides that, metaphor counseling modules are equipped with assignments which have to be completed by children after listening to the metaphor story. Furthermore, in metaphor counseling modules, the counselor has provided reinforcement for children who can join the activities well in the form of responsibility quotes stickers.

Referred to the result of the observation on the subjects’ responsibilities scores after treatment, it was found that the experiment group showed increasing responsibility scores. Nevertheless, if it was observed based on responsibility aspect, it could be known that the scores in term of personal responsibility did not show significant differences with control group which scores were as high as the scores before the treatment. It was different with the scores in term of social responsibility. The analysis result proved that there were significant differences in social responsibility scores between control group and experiment group after treatment. It meant that metaphor counseling was more effective to develop social responsibility rather than personal responsibility.

The result was also supported by the result of focus group discussion (FGD) with the teachers and the principal. From the FGD result, it could be concluded that the habit in SD Mutual emphasized on competition and instilment of values in term of personal responsibilities. The school emphasized so much on students’ obedience to follow the rules, to do homework, to wear uniform tidily, to do sholat on time, not to come late, to be winner, and to obey teachers. Many of those values emphasizing were less balanced with instilment on social responsibility. Principal and teachers admitted their weakness in stimulating collaboration, concern, helping each other, respect, and many ethics in making interpersonal relationship, for the reason of the limited time and activities to develop those values.

Beside the school’s habit factor, the higher personal responsibility of first grade students could also be caused by the factor of each individual’s development. Linda and Eyre (1994) stated that at the beginning children learned responsibilities from the parents, which were shown in obedience to parents. Then responsible to the society for who and what they were (morality), developed into responsibility for themselves (discipline), and at last developed into responsibility for others (service). In other words, in early childhood, responsibility was
applied in obedience to something and many tasks, along with their growth, children would feel responsible for what they have done. The more mature the children, they will take responsibility on their choices, characters and potentials. At the end of childhood, children will develop responsibility to others. Therefore, at the age of 6-7, it is still normal if the responsibility development process is still oriented to personal responsibility. Age and right stimulus from the surroundings will sharpen their social responsibilities.

3.2 The effectiveness of Empathic Metaphor Counseling difference between girls and boy

F score results showed 0.039 with \( (p=0.961 > p=0.05) \). It’s mean that there’s no significant differences between girls and boys. But, from pretest and posttest score, showed that pretest score between girls and boys had F score 5.114 with significant level at \( p=0.29 < p=0.05 \). And F score of posttest 0.025 with significant level at \( p=0.875 > p=0.05 \). It’s mean that the empathic metaphor counseling can increase the boy’s social responsibilities scores.

The result of the hypothesis test proved that there was no effectiveness difference in metaphor counseling technique to increase responsibility in terms of students’ gender. It was proven by the absence of significant differences of the male and female subjects’ average scores. By the observation on the difference of pretest and posttest scores, it could be seen that at the beginning of measurement, there were differences between male and female subjects’ responsibility scores, but after getting treatment, male subjects’ responsibility scores increased so that there were no responsibility scores differences between male and female subjects.

Based on pretest score, the result of research agreed the theory of Gilligan (in Walker, 2006). If it was associated with empathy, women in any ages showed higher empathy level than men (Barnett, and c., 1980; Eisenberg and Mussen, 1978; McDevitt, Lenon, and Kopriva, 1991). The research result which showed differences between men and women moral development were supported by researches by Gilligan (in Shumaker, 2007). However, the research result based on posttest scores, on the other hand, supported other researches which showed no moral differences between men and women. Walker (2006), in his study, reviewed 80 researches about moral differences of men and women. Walker concluded that 86% of the researches showed no differences in moral development of men and women. The next study by Jaffe and Hyde (2000) on meta-analysis research concluded that from 113 researches on moral orientation, 73% did not show significant gender differences in moral reasoning ethic.

The absence of differences of empathic metaphor counseling effectiveness on the responsibility posttest scores based on gender showed that counseling which focused on children empathy improvement affected the responsibility improvement, especially on boys. It gave opportunity to emotional stimulus for boys to develop empathy as the moral act booster. This result was supported by research which proved that the effect of parenting and training could reduce empathy gap between men and women (Eisenberg and Mussen (1978); Haynes and Avery (1979); Clarke (1984).

4 CONCLUSIONS

Empathic metaphor counseling’s effective to increase social responsibilities on elementary children. This condition chiefly dealt with empathic metaphor applied. The higher empathy, the higher social responsibility a child had. There were three assumptions that can be described about this research. First, the result of the research supported important role of empathy in developing children’s responsibility. Second, metaphor counseling was effective to develop responsibility as it fitted children’s condition. Third, guidance and counseling application in elementary school was an opportunity to give services with big effect for changes in children to fulfill their development tasks. This technique more effective for boys than girls. Boys who receive empathic metaphor counseling can improve their social responsibilities.
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